
Paint Palette Bonus Board #12 November 2017 

White Dove 



Well, here we are paint collection/palette owners. The final bonus board I 
promised you back in November 2016.  
 
Of course, some of you only purchased your collection in the last month or 
two and maybe you don’t even have any idea that you’re getting bonus 
boards. There are 12 of them and they are located on a page that isn’t indexed 
on my website. That means that google won’t pick it up. And you guys are 
the only ones who know about it.  
 
Some may be wondering why I chose White Dove for the last color. Well, 
Benjamin Moore White Dove in case you don’t know, is the workhorse of 
white paint colors. It is a very soft warm white with a little gray in it.  
 
My inspiration for this palette came from the lovely English Country home of 
Charlotte-Anne Fidler. You might recall that there was a blog post featuring 
her home. If not, or you’d like a refresher, you can find it here. 

And below is your palette. I worked extra super-hard on this one and I’m 
quite pleased. 
 

I keyed off of the beautiful white on white tones and finished off with the 
watery and earth tones of the English country-side that’s all the artwork this 
room needs!  

https://laurelberninteriors.com/2017/12/26/inspired-white-on-white-decor/


White Dove, Simply White and Linen White all look beautiful together. Of 
course, please always test your colors first!  
 
Please remember that you aren’t going to paint every wall every color. They 
are the colors in the room.  
 
Or you might paint an adjacent library in Desert Twilight, Jack Pine or Brown 
Horse. There are thousands of possibilities. And then these colors also go 
with all of the other neutral colors in the neutral but never boring color 
family. 

 



 

The beautiful rug is on sale from Horchow. 

The cabinet was for sale at Chairish, but I don’t see it now, so maybe it has 
sold. There was only one of them.  
 
Please remember that in a pale room such as this, that accents of gold, black 
and other dark neutrals are very welcome.  
 
And then, I love a little bit of chartreuse as well. It wakes things up in the 
most inviting way. It’s like the day in April (where I live) that you notice that 
the trees have budded with the most amazing green-yellow and then you 
realize that the earth isn’t dead after all. It’s an incredibly heady feeling that I 
cherish every year in the northeast.  
 
Well, it has been an absolute pleasure sharing color ideas and palettes with 
you. 
 
I hope that wherever your decorating endeavors take you, whether for 
yourself or someone else, that you found the information helpful!  
 
xo, 
 
Laurel

https://rstyle.me/n/cwu5edbufmp
https://rstyle.me/n/cwujq4bufmp

